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Abstract

This thesis investigates optical feed methods for phased
array antennas.

The technical and practical

analyzed and an optimum design is determined.

limitations are
This optimum

optical feed is a two-beam interferometric approach which
uses acoustooptic phase control.

The theory is derived; a

computer model is developed; and the limitations are
determined.

Design modifications are suggested which

reduce limitations and greatly extend the range of
applications.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

To satisfy the requirements of scanning a narrow
beamwidth, the large, turning radar dish was developed.
However,

the mechanical steering is a slow, expensive, power

consuming process.

In the 1960s, the phased array antenna

was designed to combat these mechanical problems.

The

replacement of a single, movable antenna with an immobile
array of radiating elements offers the advantages of rapid
electronic beam

steerin~

and increased reliability.

The

radiation pattern is steered through space without moving the
antenna itself.

This is accomplished by changing the phase

of the excitation currents in each element of the array.

The

relative phase of the excitations determines the resulting
beam direction.
Present-day phased array antennas are controlled by
microwave phase shifters that are fairly lossy, bulky, and
expensive.

In future versions of the antenna,

it is hoped

that the conventional shifters will be replaced by smaller
lower-power devices <such as optical devices> and that most
of the bulky microwave waveguides will be eliminated.

The

optical/microwave antenna is an intriguing new kind of phased
array antenna that uses fiber-optic transmission lines in the
antenna feed in lieu of microwave guides.

This hybrid

antenna offers the prospect of improved control by
transferring control to the optical domain.
1

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate optical feeds
for phased array antennas and determine the optimum design.
Several optical feed conf igurat1ons are presented in Chapter
2.

This chapter gives an overview of qurrent research

ef~orts

in optical/microwave antenna technology.

technical arid practical
propos11td method.

The

limitations are determined for each

Chapter _3 presents the two-beam

iriterference method which was found to be superior to other
optical feeds.

The theory is

~erived;

system design

considerations are determined; a computer model is developed;
and limitations are analyzed.

Chapter 4 presents the thesis

conclusions •.

2

CHAPTER 2.

OPTICAL BEAMFORHJNG/STEERING METHODS

Conventional techniques for implementing large phased
arrays have resulted in heavy,
systems.

high loss distribution

Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits <MMICs>

have offered the ability to have a
distribution system; however,

light-weight,

low loss

the signal distribution and

processing still present a challenge.

Conventional feeds,

using waveguides and coaxial cable, are impractical,
especially in space or airborne applications.
numerous problems including:

They encounter

1) difficult design of the

N-way power splitter driving all elements from one source;
2> diode phase shifters and their control; 3> a hardware and
weight concentration at the aperture backplane; 4) the
limited space available for signal distribution;
S> electromagnetic interference <EMI>; and 6> crosstalk.
In an effort to utilize the advantages of MMICs, optical
techniques are being developed.

These techniques employ

optical components not only to distribute signals, but also
to create the phase and amplitude distribution.

Fiber optics

offers immunity to interference, excellent crosstalk
isolation, small size and weight, and large bandwidth.
as in conventional RF feed networks,

Just

there are two general

approaches to optically controlled phased array antennas:
time-delay beamsteering and phase-shift beamsteering.

The

bandwidth requirement of the particular system determines
3

whether time delay or phase control is used.

2.1

Time-Delay Baamsteering

Time delayers require long transmission paths but are
necessary for applications requiring wide instantaneous
bandwidth.

Electronic

time~delay

devices do not compare to

optical time-delay methods in satisfying several requirements
for phased-array antennas:
invulnerabl~

compactness, simplicity, remote

transmission, multi-gigahertz bandwidth,

constant amplitude, ultra short delays, and rapid delay
updating.

Introducing time delays in the optical domain can

lead to simple beamsteering networks,
for complex beam control methods.

thus reducing the need

Four optical domain

time-delay methods are investigated in this section. ,

2.1.1

Fiber Stretching

The optical feed subsystem of Figure 2.1, developed by
Herczfeld, et al., consists of a signal and a reference link
[11.

The fiber optic signal

link is for data transmission to

a remotely ldcated active module;

the reference link

provides the frequency and phase reference for sychronization
of a 38.89 GHz IMPATT oscillator.
piezo-ele~t~ic

In this reference link, a

transducer CPZT> is used to achieve a true

time delay phase shift.

The fiber is wrapped several
4
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Optical feed using a PZT to stretch the fiber
which produces the desired time delay C!J.
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times around the PZT.

A high voltage DC supply provides the

biasing voltage for expansion of the PZT ring, hence causing
the fiber to stretch.

This expansion introduces a variable

time delay for the phase reference signal.

A phase shift of

20 degrees at 10 GHz was 'obtained.
Although the feasibility of fiber optic links to achieve
communications at the millimeter-wave frequencies is
demonstrated by this system,

there are problems which may

render it somewhat impractical for phased arrays.
only small phase shifts are possible.

First,

Also, due to the

capacitance of the PZT crystal, th.e time constant necessary
for the PZT and fiber assembly to relax back to the original
phase was measured to be as long as two minutes.

Another

unknown factor concerns the reliability of continually
stressing the fiber.

Also, because the links were separate

and not injection-locked, vast phase errors were observed.
It is suggested that injection-locked, phase-locked loops
should be considered.

2. 1. 2

Mode Coup I 1 ng

Herczfeld, et al. also proposed the concept of a
mode-dependent,
Figure 2.2.

programmable time-delay device C2l, shown in

In the step index multimode fiber, different

modes travel with different velocities.

Lower-order modes

traveling along the fiber center take a shorter time to
transit than the higher-order modes which are continually
6
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Induced mode coupling system to produce the
time delay C2J.

de~ired
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reflected at the core-cladding interface.

Thus,

path is longer for the higher-order modes.

the optical

By perturbing the

fiber, a group of lower-order modes is redistributed to
higher-order modes and a time delay is observed.
Multiple time delays may be accomplished by placing
independent microbenders at selected locations on the fiber.
The fiber could be coiled and the perturbers could be grouped
on the coil form.

When such a fiber is provided for

each array element,

linear time delays in the feed lines

produce progressive phase shifts.

When

electromechani~al

deformers are employed, switching times are a few
milliseconds.

For electronic mechanisms, switching times in

the microsecond range can be obtained.
Theoretically,

it is possible to feed a phased array

antenna by linking severa1 mode-dependent time-delay devices
of this type in parallel.

However, the practicality of such

a system is questionable.

N array elements would require N

lasers, all of which must be injection locked to reduce phase
errors.

Thus the number of elements that can be accomodated

is severely limited.

2.1.3

Wavelength Varying

Figure 2.3 shows a wavelength dependent,
time delay system developed by R. Soref [3].

tunable, optical
By selectively

varying the wavelength of the optical signal, the electrical
signal

,

is effectively and rapidly time delayed as desired.
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Wavelength dependent optical time delay
system C3J.
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A cleaved coupled cavity laser operates in any one of
several

longitudinal modes

and is capable of obtaining

stable, single frequency osctllation in any one of the

mod~s~

The adjacent modes are separated by a few nanometers and
cross talk is extremely low.

This laser is directly

modulated by a microwave input signal which is to be time
delayed.

By the further application of a wavelength

modulation signal,

the output is in the form of an optical

signal at various wavelengths.

The wavelength can be

switched as rapidly as 7 nanoseconds by supplying current
steps of a few milliamps.
The modulated laser output is fed into a single-mode,
dispersion optical fiber which exhibits a

high

large chromatic

dispersion over the wavelength band of interest.
Consequently, as the wavelength is modulated or tuned,

the

speed at which the optical signal traverses the fiber is
varied.

The speed and thus the time delay is proportional to

the wavelength.

The fiber output is received by an optical

detector which converts the optical signal back into an
electrical signal.

This reconstituted signal has the same

waveform as the original microwave signal, only it is
delayed.

The delay can be adjusted even further by tailoring

the length of the fiber.
It is possible to link several of such time delay systems
in parallel for the purpose of feeding a phased array
antenna.

By providing progressive input wavelength

modulation signals, progressive time delays of a single input
electrical signal can be obtained.

Thus,

the resulting
10

antenna beam ls steered to a proportional angle.

Or,

providing identical wavelength modulation signals would
produce identical,.

in~phase

outputs; in which case, the

resulting antenna beam would be broadside.

While

theoretically feasible, such a system encounters the familiar
practical and technical problems of injection locking N
expensive lasers to teed N antenna elements.

2.1.4

Fibers Length Varying

With the growing interest in antennas that can produce
multiple beams, a beamfomer based on the use of optical
tibers as signal delay devices has been developed by Forrest,
et al. C4l.
2.4.

The delay line structure is presented in_ Figure

To achieve the required pointing direction of each

beam, a fiber delay line is used between each beam port and
each element port.

The required phase at each element port

is produced by controlling the relative lengths of the
fibers.

A broadside beam, for example, is formed when the

lengths are equal.

Multiple simultaneous beams are formed by

the addition of several parallel fibers at each beam port.
At each detector, a summation of these beams occurs and the
desired superposition of electrical currents is produced.
The number ot optical souces required equals the number of
simultaneous beams desired. The sources may be light emitting
diodes <LEDs> br lasers; although lasers are preferred
because of their higher output power and higher frequency
operation.

When lasers are employed, the operating frequency
11
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Figure 2.4

Fiber delay line structure for feeding a phased
array antenna C4J.
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can be directly at RF up to several gigahertz.

The

beamformer can be operated at an intermediate frequency;
however, the usuable bandwidth is severely limited and the·
system

requires upconverters at each element.

The phase accuracy is characterized directly by the
accuracy to which fiber lengths can be cut.

The amplitude

accuracy is the critical parameter, being dependent upon the
N-way power split accuracy (uniformity>· of the star couplers
used at the fiber nodes.

With today's coupler fabrication

techniques, uniformities on the order of 10 to 15 percent are
available for six port couplers C5l.
Although this system appears feasible for antenna arrays,
the tiumber of elements that can be accomodated is severely
1imited by the coupler capability.

Multimode 32 X 32 star

couplers are commercially available, but the attainable
uniformity is not adequate for the array requirements.

For

large arrays, beam expanders could be used in place of the
couplers at the fiber input nodes;

This would provide an

area of uniform illimination as large as the area of a fiber
bundle.

I~

is suggested in C4l that a large area <60 mm2)

photodetector at the fiber bundle output would be sufficient
to achieve a good uniformity of

li~ht

collection.

However,

due to the increased capacitance and the resulting increased
noise, the system signal-to-noise ratio degrades.

Thus,

without improvement in fiber node techniques, this type of
feed system may not be viable, even for relatively small
arrays.

13

2.2

Phase-Shift Beamsteering

Since phase is the product of frequency and time delay,
phase-shifters are highly frequency dependent.

The critical

difference between phase and time delay, as used in arrays,
is the fact that phase is computed on the basis of modulo 2n;
that is only the fractional part of the total number of
cycles of phase is used.

Fo-r antennas with an instantaneous

microwave bandwidth of 2_percent or less, phase shift
steering wi 11 give accurate beampointing C6J.

2.2.1

Optical

Injection of Semiconductors

The common ground to microwave and electrooptic devices is
the PIN diode.

Microwave devices and monolithic circuits are

fabricated from high resistivity materials which are also
sensitive to optical excitation.

Rosen et al. have developed

an optically controlled beamforming method for phased array
antennas using a modified microwave PIN diode equipped with
an optical port [7 - 91.
through which the device

This port acts as a third terminal
pa~ameters

can be controlled.

Light

is injected into the intrinsic region generating
electron-hole pairs which change the conductance and
capacitance of the device.

The amount of phase shift

attainable is directly related to the range of capacitance
14

change that can be achieved.

Two such structures were

investigated.
The first optically controlled microwave PIN diode

phas~

shifter was of the mesa type shown in Figure 2.5 C7l.

This

structure achieved 20 degrees of phase shift over a 15
percent bandwidth centered at 10 GHz.

The device

exhibited high resistance, however, and was relatively
insensitive to illumination because of limited exposure of
the intrinsic region.
A lateral PIN diode, Figure 2.6,
characteristics C8J.

led to much improved

This PIN geometry lends itself to

efficient exposure of the entire intrinsic region to optical
excitation and is compatible with conventional integrated
circuit technology.

The devices demonstrated capacitances as

low as 0.1 picofarad and forward-biased RF resistances as low
as 1 ohm.

The optical control is provided by a semiconductor

laser coupled through an optical fiber positioned and
adjusted above the intrinsic region of the lateral diode.
Phase shifts of between 110 to 120 degrees over the range
from 4 to 8 GHz were obtained experimentally.

However, for

higher frequency operation, a lower capacitance diode and
more complex circuitry is required.
A similar, but improved, device was proposed in 1987 by
Brothers et al.

ClOJ.

This design is based on optical

injection of an optical PIN rather than a microwave PIN, thus
no modification is required to increase optical sensitivity.
Figure Z.7 shows the configuration of the phase shifter.

Th~

photodetector junction area is small, resulting in a more
15

Figur~

2.5

Microwave PIN modified to a mesa structure for
optical control of the phase shift [7J.
16

p+

Figure 2.6

Lateral PIN modified for optical phase control
[8].
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efficient illumination area.
as the optical source.

A semiconductor laser is used

With zero bias applied to the PIN,

capacitance changes of 30 picofarads were obtained
corresponding to 180 degrees of phase shift at an RF
operating frequency of 260 MHz.

By applying 0.1 volt of

forward bias, a phase shift of 245 degrees was measured.

An

important experimental result is that the capacitance is
linearly related to the optical power in this design.

As

with previous proposals, however, the RF operating frequency
is limited by the device capacitance.

Operation at

frequencies above a few GHz would require

fabricati~n

of PINs

with a smaller minimum capacitance and a wider bandwidth
under high-level injection.

Brothers suggests that scaling

the device geometry to produce a minimum capacitance of 0.1
picofarad would allow for a 180 degree phase shifter at
frequencies up to 14 GHz.

2.2.2

Interferometer With Electrooptical Phase Shifter

A voltage controlled optical/RF phase shifter proposed by
Soref C11l is shown in Figure 2.a.

In this interferometric

approach, an optical frequency translator in one leg upshifts
or downshifts the intial

laser frequency.

An electrooptical

phase modulator <EOM> is inserted in one leg to control the
relative phase.

When the two beams interfere and are

incident on the detector, a beat frequency is produced with
its phase set by the EOM.

The detector's electrical output
19
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signal is produced by coherent mixing of two light beams.

As

the voltage applied to the EOM is varied, the electrical
phase shift varies proportionally.

125 MHz.

Operation was verified at

By stepping the EOM voltage from -1200 V de to

+1200 V de, the RF phase shift was varied from -2n to 2n.
While the technical feasibility ot such a phase shifter
has been demonstrated,

it is suggested that its practicality

would require integrated-optics technology to produce a
compact, low-voltage circuit.
operating frequency.

Another constraint is the

This is limited to the frequency of the

optical frequency translator, which is less than 4 GHz,
maximum.

Also, N of these configurations would be required

to teed an N-element phased array.

For large arrays, the

cost of the lasers alone would appear to eliminate the system
from consideration.

2.2.3

Two Beam Interference With Fiber Array

Another interferometric approach makes efficient use of
the optical interference pattern by using a fiber pick-up
array.

The design was first proposed and conceptually tested

by Koepf C12l.

The phase is controlled acoustooptically.

Only a handful of components is required to feed a large
antenna array.

Due to its simplicity, uniqueness, and

efficiency, this optical feed approach was found to be
superior to any of the other proposed methods.

The design is

presented and analyzed in Chapter 3.

21

CHAPTER 3.

3.1

THE TWO-BEAM INTERFERENCE METHOD

System Basis

A f1ber optic feed proposed by Stillwell et al.

[13] at

Naval Research Laboratory <NRL> uses Koepf's ideas [12J as
its basis.

It involves two, plane, optical wavefronts

impinging on the fiber optic pickup array.

This beam

generating subsystem, which will be called OFEED,
Figure 3.1.

is shown in

A coherent light source, when properly

modula~ed

and combined with a reference beam, will produce a microwave
amplitude modulated optical pattern at the optical transform
plane.

This two-dimensional Fourier transform is performed

in real time by far-field diffraction of the coherent light.
Optical wavelengths are approximately !E-6 smaller than RF
wavelengths, so tar-field diffraction can be generated in a
space a few millimeters long rather than many meters.

This

optical pattern is the analog of the needed microwave
excitation pattern.
In Figure 3.1 the two optical beams generated by OFEED

differ both in frequency and in direction of propagation.
The difference frequency is obtained by injection locking a
slave laser with the emission of a master laser; the master
laser is frequency shifted by a Bragg cell operating at the
desired transmit frequency.

Thus,

the frequency difference

22
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in the two beams is the operating
cell.

fr~quency

of the Bragg

The antenna beam is steered by controlling the

interference angle of the two optical beams.

This is

accomplished by sweeping the drive frequency of two
acoustooptic CAO> modulators, one in each leg of the beam
simulator.
The optical pattern generated by beam interference is
incident on the fiber array, as shown in Figure 3.2.

Due to

the interference phenomenon, the difference in phase between
the two beams is converted to an intensity variation.

At any

instant, a linear phase progression exists across the fiber
inputs.

Each fiber is in one-to-one correspondence with a

similarly positioned antenna element.

An optical-to-

microwave conversion must take place before the antenna array
can be driven.
at each fiber

This is accomplished by photodetectors, one
output~

Since photodetectors are 5quare-law

devices, the phase of a light field can only be detected by
the addition of a second light field, which acts as a phase
reference.

Thus, the aeneratJon of two interfering beams

i~

OFEED re5ults in an intensity variation which is translated
to phase detection by the photodetectors.
Each·detector generates a current oscillating at an RF
frequency equal to the difference frequency Cf 2

-

f

1 )

with an amplitude and phase determined by its position in the
array~

antenna.

These currents drive the full sized phased array
The antenna array then produces a radiation pattern

which is the Fourier transform of its excitation.
system accomplishes two transforms:

Thus, the

the first, an optical

24
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Far-field optical interference pattern.
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one produced by the beam gen~rating subsystem; the second is
performed by the antenna itself.

By sweeping the drive

frequency of the AO deflectors, the beam interference angle is scanned and the final microwave main beam position moves
over some solid angle in the far field with a one-to-one
correspondence between points.

By using a natural property of coherent light, this
optical feed design is unique and much simpler than others
proposed.

The requirements for Monolithic Microwave

Integrated Circuits <MMJCs> used with this feed system are
greatly reduced.

No separate variable phase shifters <VPSs>

or variable power amplifiers CVPAs> are necessary.
no need for control lines.

In fact,

There is

the only function

required is signal amplification; and, even this is reduced
or eliminated when avalanche photodiode detectors CAPDs> are
employed in the feed system.
Mathematically, the operation of the feed system is quite
analogous to the operation of the antenna array itself,

its

basis being that the far-field pattern is the Fourier
Transform <FT> of the near-field distribution.

3.2

Theory of Operation

The operation of the optical feed subsystem can be
understood by considering the wave nature ot light.
phenomena of coherence,

The

interference, and diffraction form
26

the basis of this type of feed system.

3.2.1

Coherence

Interference patterns of light from two sources can be
observed only if the sources are coherent.

By definition,

coherent sources are in phase or have a phase difference that
is constant in time.
In comparison, in incoherent sources, the phase fluctuates
randomly.

Many fluctuations occur during a time interval -

making it impossible for any detection device to respond to
the rapid intensity changes.

Thus, only the average value is

seen and there is no possibility of observing an

interfe~ence

pattern.
For two coherent sources of equ•l strength, the intensity
at any instant is proportional to

4 Aa2 cas2 · II.I-

~

(3-1)

where Ao is the amplitude of each wave separately.
difference, g, is a function of time.
rapidly,

a~

The phase

If g varies

ln incoherent sources, only the time average of

4 Aa2

Ccas.z II.I .S> av = 2 Aa.Z

will be observed C14l.

(3-2)

There is then no observable

interference pattern when the sources are incoherent.
27

The sources in OFEED are injection locked lasers.

The

constant phase relationship between the two lasers in Figure
3. 1 is set by the Bragg ce 11.

I ts frequency determines the -

oscillating frequency of the resulting interference pattern.
The beam steering function is realized by the diffraction
phenomenon occurring in the AO modulators.

3.2.2

Diffraction

If a wave is partially blocked by an opaque barrier or an
aperture, the apparent direction of travel will be altered.
This bending of the path is called diffraction.
is actually a kind of interference.

Diffraction

Waves from one part of

the opening interfere with waves from another part to produce
the diffraction pattern.

The maxima and minima which appear

in the pattern indicate that interference is taking place.
It is the finite size of an aperture which is responsible for
diffraction effects; thus, an unrestricted wave does not
produce a diffraction pattern.

In OFEED this diffraction

occurs in the AO modulators.
Thus the AO modulator serves as a phase grating.

The

resulting far-field diffraction pattern is determined by the
number of lines in the grating,
width.

their spacing, and their

Because of its importance in OFEED, a standard

treatise of far-field diffraction theory [151 is presented in
Appendix A.
When AO modulators are employed to effect the diffraction
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process, as in OFEED, acoustic parameters must also be taken
into account.

3.2.3

Acousto-Optic Diffraction and the Bragg Regime

The diffraction of light by acoustic waves in liquids and
solids has been extensively studied both experimentally and
theoretically C16l.

Several factors have generated intensive

interest in the subject:
light sources,

the invention of lasers as coherent

the development of high-frequency acoustic

transducers, and the development of materials having
excellent acoustic and optical properties and large
photoelastic cdnstants.

Acousto-optic devices have been

developed for the purpose of optical beam control, such as
the Bragg cell and the AO deflectors in the subject system
OFEED.
The acoustooptic materials are transparent over the
optical wavelength range of interest (0.7 - 1.6 micrometers>
and have negligible insertion loss.

Periodic density changes

are produced in the AO modulators by an acoustic wave.
causes

pe~iodic

This

refractive index changes due to the

photoelas.tic effect.
There are two important regimes for
interactions:

acou~to-optic

the Raman-Nath scattering and the Bragg

diffraction regime.

Raman-Nath diffraction occurs at

relatively low frequencies when the acoustic beam width along
the optical propagation direction is small.

As illustrated
29

in Figure 3.3, when this beam width <grating length i) is
sufficiently small,

the incident beam will be partially

diffracted from the zero-order into a multiplicity of

high~r

orders C17l.
If, however,

the interaction length,

i,

is sufficiently

large, the process enters the Bragg regime.

Here, the

zero-order beam will be partially deflected into only one
order, as shown in Figure 3.3<b>.

This degree of control

is

required in the subject system in order to steer the beam
efficiently and accurately.

The key parameter is

2nL i

Q

=

i

= interaction

n

(3-3)

I\

where
length of acoustic wave column

= index of medium
/\ = acoustic wavelength

n

L
When Q

<

~

optical wavelength

1, the Raman-Nath regime dominates; when Q

>

7,

Bragg diffraction occurs and the output light wave can then
be approximated by the first-order term.

A plot of the

relative output intensity would be similar to the diffraction
pattern of Figure A.2.

However, due to the presence of some

acoustic wave attenuation,
larger

half~power

the pattern will have a slightly

beamwidth and somewhat larger sidelobe

1eve l.

In an acousto-optic deflector operating in the Bragg
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Figure 3.3

Acousto-optic diffraction regimes C17l.
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regime, the incident optical beam is diffracted into only one
order.

The resulting output light rays are approximately

parallel in the far-field.

As shown in Figure 3.4, the path

e,

difference for the rays from adjacent lines is d sin

e

where d is the line separation and

is the output angle

of the first order beam with respect to the zero order beam.
If this path difference is an integral number of wavelengths,
the rays from all

layers will be in phase and a strong wave

will occur at angles which satisfy1

=m

d sin 0

L

where m is the diffracted order.

<3-4)

This equation is identical

to equation <A-13> which locates where the maxima occur in a
diffraction pattern.

Since the beam is deflected into only

one order, however, the m in the above equation can be
omitted.
Now,

in an AO deflector, the line separation can be

represented in terms of the acoustic wavelength,
Figure 3.4 equals

/\.

sin 0 = L//\

i.e.

d in

Substituting into (3-4> gives:

(3-5)

or for small angles:

0 :

L//\

(3-6)

Alternatively, this can be represented in terms of the
32
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acoustic

frequ~ncy,

e :

f, and the acoustic velocity, v:

L f/v

(3-7)

Thus, the important result ls that the diffraction angle
is proportional to the acoustic drive frequency <f>; and the
optical beam can in fact be steered by sweeping this
frequency.

This in

turn~

steers the antenna beam.

The angle

of the antenna beam is proportional to the small angle at the
output of the AO deflector; but, it is considerably magnified
by the antenna geometry, as will be discussed in section

3.2.6.

2~2.4

Interference

In OFEED, phase detection by the photodeteetors is
possible when the input to the detectors is a two-beam
interterenc~

pattern.

The interference angle of the two

beams is controlled by diffraction in the AO deflectors.

The

beams are generated by two coherent sources <lasers> which
maintain a difference frequency by injection locking
techniques.,

The interference pattern can be ana 1yzed then by

considering the superposition of two waves of nearly equal
frequency and wavelength.
According to the principle of superposition, if light
waves ftom- two different sources are radiating through a
common medium, their amplitudes will add if the medium is
34

linear.

This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.5.

The

beams from the two lasers in this system can be represented
by [15]:

(3-8)
(3-9)

where
Ao = maximum amplitude

= optical an9ular
w.. = angular RF
~ = phase difference

Wa

frequency

between beams

Then the resultant wave is found by adding the two fields .

.C>]

(3-10)

Figure 3.5 indicates that the envelope of the amplitude of
the two-beam interference pattern varies sinusoidally at the
difference frequency.

The amplitude is a function of the

relative phase between the two beams,
proportional to cos

~€.

~.

and is

The nodes in this figure

correspond to a phase difference of 180° between the two
beams.

These nodes occur at half-wavelength spacings.

The

antinodes correspond to a 0° phase difference.
For a time-varying field,

it is the

avera~e

value rather
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Figure 3.5 Ca> Two waves with slightly different frequencies.
Cb> Superposition of the two waves in <a> C14l.
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than the instantaneous energy which is the significant
physical quantity.
e~<-at>

The average of the exponential term

will vanish over one period since the

positive and negative areas of this function are equal in
magnitude.

Thus,

the intensity,

I, of this time-varying

field is defined by the relation C15J:

= II.! Aa2

= Aa2

<2 .+ 2 cos<w ... t

(1 +

cos<w,...t -

€))

(3-11)

€))

where Re is the real part.

Note that the final expression

can be written as a cos2 function using a trigonometric
identity,

in which case:

<3-12)

However, considering only the time-varying term of C3-11>
and_ neglecting the de component, as in an ac-coupled
detector,

the interference pattern can be expressed as:

I

= Io

cos (w,...t -

€)

(3-13)

where the constants have been absorbed into Io.

Thus,

the intensity varies sinusoidally at the difference frequency
between the two sources,

w....

The relative phase,

€, is a function of the interference angle between the
37

two beams.

3.2.5

Phase Correlation

In OFEED the intensity modulated signal represented by
equation <3-13> is fed to the fiber array.

The phase,

€,

is presented in Figure 3.6 and is defined by the relation
[15]:

(3-14)

where
n

= -M

to +M = array position number

a= differential phase separation

where~

=

2n~/L

is the optical path difference between fibers and L

is the optical wavelength.

This path difference,~. can be

determined from the geometry in Figure 3.6 as:

<3-15)

where
b = fiber spacing

eM

= half

angle between beams

This results in the differential phase between elements:

a

= 4n

b sin0.. I L

<3-16)
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Phase, S, as a function of the optical path
difference between fibers, 6.
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The interfarence angle in this system is a very small angle
such that sine = e.

Th•n equation <3-16> can be

written:

« = 2-il: b

where now

& is

e

I

<3-17)

L

the interference angle rather than the

half angle.
This defines the phase difference between antenna
elements.

The antenna array geometry magnifies the

interference angle & and steers the beam to an angle

e.

eA which is proportional to

The differential

phase in an antenna array as shown in Figure 3.7 is
defined by C18]:

«

= 2x

d sine"' I

A

(3-18)

where
d = antenna element spac:ing
eA == antenna angle with respect to normal
~

= microwave

wavelength

Here. e"' is a larger angle and is not approximately equal
to sin9A•

Equations <3-17> andC3-18> are equal

expressions of the phase:
interfer~nce

angle and the other in terms ot the antenna

steering angle.

e

one in terms of the optical

The magnification of the interference

is found by setting <3-17> equal to <3-18>.

~ngle

Then
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Differential phase relationship in an antenna
array C18J.
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sine..,.

e

b

=

(3-19)

d

L

Now the optical interference angle,
by the AO deflectors.

e,

is controlled

Recall from equation C3-7> that the

deflection angle for an AO deflector is:

L f I

v where f

is

the acoustic drive frequency and v is the acoustic velocity.
If the two AO deflectors in OFEED are driven with the
same frequency,

f,

then the interference angle is just twice

the deflection angle, or1

e =2

L f

I

( 3"'-20)

v

A modification ot this expression will be used in the
following section to simplify <3-19>.

3.2.6

Phased Array Considerations

In phased array antenna systems,
is the primary consideration.

it is the scan angle that

In OFEED, scanning the optical

interference angle results in a proportional antenna scan
angle.

The optical scan angle is given by C16J:

A

e

= 2 L Af I

v

<3~21)

where
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Af

= scanned

bandwidth of AO deflector

Then referring to <3-19>, the antenna scan angle can be
expressed as:

Xb

(3-22>

L d

Making the substitution from equation (3-21> yields:
sin

e..,. I

=

)\ b

2 Af

v

(3-23)

d

The absolute value of sin e.._ implies that the
antenna scan angle is

±e--..

determined by the sign of

The sign of the angle is
Af, which is positive if scanning

the AO frequency from the low to the high value, and negative
if scanning from the high to the low frequency.
In the resulting antenna radiation pattern,
addition occurs at the angle

e.._.

in-phase

However, there can be

more than one angle for which in-phase addition occurs.

The

other angles are called grating lobes and are generally

undesirable.

Grating lobes reduce the efficiency of the

transmitting antenna and cause interference in the receiving
antenna.
Grating lobea can be omitted by the correct choice of the
ratio d/

A·

This can be determined by examining the antenna

array factor.

Consider the antenna array factor for a linear

phased array.

At an angle

e

with respect to normal,

the

value of this factor is C18J:
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sin C N (n:d/ .>d
E<e> =

sin [

(nd/ )d

<sine <sine -

sineA)

J

(3-24)

sineA> .]

where N is the number of elements in the array.
region of the pattern is defined as: -1

e

corresponds to -90° .i

i 90•.

~

sine

The visible
~

1, which

Considering only the

visible region then, grating lobes occur whenever the
denominator in (3-24) equals zero (except When
the main lobe>.

e =

eA,

Equivalently, this occurs when:

(3-25)

where i is an integer.

Thus, by properly choosing the ratio

di A, grating lobes are suppressed.

From this equation, the

criterion for no grating lobes becomes [18J:

d
)\

1

<

(3-26)

The ratio d/ A= 0.5 is usually quite sufficient for
suppression of grating lobes.

With this spacing,

there is

exactly one period of the array factor in the visible region.
This allows steering of the antenna pattern within the -90°

<

0A

<

+90° range without the presence of grating lobes.

At endfire ceA

= ±90°),

endfire main lobes.

however, there will be two

If system design requires that the

pattern be steered to endfire, reduction of the d/ A ratio to
slightly less than 0.5 will suppress the unwanted grating
lobe.
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To be completely accurate, the

~ntenna

pattern is not only

proportional to its array factor, but also to the individual
element pattern.

When this factor is considered, the result

is that equation (3-26) is overly restrictive.

The element

pattern may attenuate the far out grating lobe in practice to
the point that it can be tolerated in visible space.
in an actual antenna array, a ratio of d/ A

= 0.5

Thus,

is

sufficient even at endf ire.
Then, assuming this optimum antenna element spacing, the
expression for the antenna scan angle in equation (3-23>
becomes:

4Af b

v

3.3

(3-27)

System Design and Modeling

When designing a two-beam interference feed such as OFEED
tor a phased array antenna, the maximum scan angle required
by the particular application must first be established.
transmitting frequency must also be known.

The

Then the devices

in the feed subsystem can be selected to satisfy these
requirements.

As with any system, this one is not without

limitations.
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3.3.1

General Specifications of Devices

The components required in OFEED, shown in Figure 3.1,
are:

Bragg eel 1,

detectors.

lasers, AO deflectors, fibers,

and

The Bragg cell, maintaining a difference

frequency between the two interfering laser beams,
to operate at the desired antenna frequency.

The detectors

may be PINs or APDs <avalanche photo-diodes>.
employed when gain amplification is needed.

is chosen

APDs are
The remaining

devices are appropriately selected to satisfy equation <3-27>
(the maximum antenna scan angle requirement>.
Inherent to <3-27>,
wavelength.

the antenna element spacing is 0.5

This spacing will accomodate scan angles up to

endf ire without appearance of an undesired grating lobe.

The

.development of this equation revealed that the scan angle is
not dependent orr the optical wavelength, L.

Thus,

the

operating wavelength of the lasers is not critical.

However,

the two lasers must have the same wavelength so that the
Bragg cell frequency will be the antenna operating frequency.
The lasers of primary interest in fiber systems emit in the
0.8 to 0.9 and 1.3 micrometer spectral regions where
transmission losses are minimal C19l.
Examination of (3-27> reveals that the scan angle is
dependent upon the AO bandwidth C6f) and the acoustic
velocity <v> of the AO deflectors, as well as the fiber
spacing Cbl.

The fiber spacing is somewhat flexible,

provided it is not less than the diameter of the type of
fiber being used.

If multimode fiber is used,

the spacing
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must exceed 50 micrometers.
the spacing can be less.
the beam center,

It single mode fiber is used,

Since the most ot the energy is in

the fiber spacings should be as close as

physically possible tor higher coupling efficiency.
Acoustic velocities, v in equation <3-27>, tor AO
modulators typically run in the 3 to 7 kilometers/second
range tor optical wavelengths in the 0.63 to 1.6 micrometer
range.

The bandwidth of these devices varies and is a

function of the center frequency ot the device.
frequency, where optimum performance occurs,
the structure and material.

This center

is determined by

The general relationship between

the center frequency and the bandwidth is C20J:

(3-28)

For typical AO deflectors, the bandwidth is below 50 MHz.
There are, however, wide bandwidth devices available with
bandwidths over a gigahertz.
in Appendix B.

Some data sheets are presented

For the purpose of the optical feed system,

typical AO deflectors are adequate.
Thus, design of the optical teed subsystem involves
choosing a fiber type, examining AO deflector data sheets,
and juggling the values b, Af, and v to find a fit that will
satisfy the particular scan angle requirements.
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3.3.2

Computer Modeling

A Fortran program, "FEED", was designed to analyze the
optical feed subsystem.

The code is presented in Appendix C.

It prompts the user for the following inputs:
AO bandwidth being scanned
Acoustic velocity
Optical wavelength of lasers
Fiber spacing
Number of antenna elements
Type of elements

The program assumes 0.5 wavelength spacings of the antenna
elements.

It then calculates and outputs the following:
Optical interference scan angle
Fiber positions
Antenna element positions along the z-axis
Phases resulting from the interference pattern
Predicted antenna scan angle

A file ts created by the program that is suitable for
input to the "ARRPAT" C21l program.

This program computes

the radiation pattern of an antenna array, given the element
positions, phases, and type.
feed,

Thus, for a particular optical

the resulting antenna pattern is determined by running

these two programs.

CNote:

There is a convention difference

between the equations developed in the above sections and
ARRPAT.

As defined in the text above, the angle

e

is
48

with respect to the array normal; ARRPAT defines

e

as the

angle with re5pect to the array axis.J

3.3.3

Example System

OFEED was experimentally tested by NRL in 1987 C13l.

A

configuration simulating this experiment was modeled using
FEED.

The feed system used 830 nanometer lasers, a Bragg

cell operating at 3.2 GHz, 50 micrometer core fiber, and AO
deflectors with a maximum bandwidth of 30 MHz.

The antenna

was a linear, equally spaced, seven-element array.

The

parameters not given in the paper are determined by examining
AO deflector data sheets.

Acoustic velocity

The assumptions are:

=6

AO bandwidth scanned
Fiber spacing
3.3.3.1

= 125

km/s

= variable

depending on the
desired antenna scan angle

micrometers

Broadside Beam

The only experimental datum presented in [13l was for a
broadside beam.
in Figure 3.8.
using FEED.
output5.

The resulting rectangular-dB pattern appears
As a starting point, this system was modeled

Figure 3.9 presents the program inputs and

Note that the AO bandwidth is not scanned when a

broadside beam is desired.

The outputs were then used by

ARRPAT to plot the resulting rectangular-linear antenna
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pattern.

This plot, F1gure 3.10, agrees with NRL's

experimental data,

indicating

accur~cy

of the code and model.

Of particular significance are the near-ideal 13 dB sidelobe
levels.

3.3.3.2

Scanning the Beam

Scanning the AO frequency results in a proportional
antenna beam scan.

Using the same system configuration, the

only variable input to the FEED program is the AO scan
bandwidth.

For bandwidths of 3.1 MHz, 6.0 MHz, and

10. 4 MHz, the antenna scans 15°, 30°, and 60°,
respectively.

The results are presented in Figures 3.11

through 3.16.

The accuracy of the interelement phase shift

is ideal, indicating perfect microwave phase control.

3.3.4

Design Improvements

Depending on the particular application, the example
system design can be improved to accomodate more stringent
requirements.
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-E(&)

Figure 3.10

ARRPAT rectangular plot resulting from
Figure 3.9 FEED outputs.
Broadside beam.
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FEED outputs.
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AO.BANDWIDTH IN MHZ= 10.3923
AO VELOCITY IN MIS = 6000.
OPTICAL WAVELENGTH IN NANOMETERS = 830
FIBER SPACING IN MICROMETERS = 125.
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN ARRAY = 07
ISOTROPIC CO> or HALF-WAVE DIPOLES C2> ? 0

OPTICAL INTERFERENCE ANGLE <DEG>

=

.1647

ANTENNA ELEMENT SPACINGS ARE ASSUMED TO BE HALF WAVELENGTH.
CALCULATED GEOMETRY AND PHASES
.0000

.oooo
.oooo

.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000

.oooo
.oooo
.0000
.oooo
.oooo
.oooo
.oooo

-1.5000
-1.0000
-.5000
.0000
.5000
1.0000
1.5000

1.0000 -467.6536
1.0000 -311.7690
1.0000 -155.8845
.0000
1.0000
1.0000 155.8845
1.0000 311.7690
1.0000 467.6536

MAXIMUM ANTENNA SCAN ANGLE <DEGREES> =

60.0000

THIS ANGLE: IS' WITH RESPECT TO ARRAY NORMAL.

Figure 3.15

FEED inputs and outputs tor 60° antenna scan
angle.
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Figure 3.16

ARRPAT polar plot resulting from Figure 3.15
FEED outputs.
Resulting scan angle = 60°.

3.3.4.1

Narrower Beamwidth

The half-power beamwidth is a function
length and the beam pointing angle.

~f

both the array

Improvements in this

area involve making changes in the antenna design.
given array length, the beamwidth
scanned off broadside.

increas~s

For a

as the angle is

The array length is defined by the

.product Nd, where N ls the number of elements and d is the
element spacing.
beamwidth.

Increasing this product narrows the

However, increasing the spacing, d, can cause the

appearance of undesired grating lobes as discussed in section
3.2.6.

Thus~

to reduce the beamwidth without causing grating

lobes, the number of elements is increased.
In the plot of Figure 3.17, the beam is scanned to 60°
with the number of elements increased to 15.

Compare the

improved narrow beamwidth pattern with that of Figure 3.16
where the number of elements is 7.

3.3.4.2

Lower Sidelobe Levels

In many applications, the sidelobe level is critical and
must be maintained. at very low

le~els,

i.e. 30 dB or less.

The sidelobe levels can be controlled by adjusting the
amplitudes of the currents in an array.

Techniques such as

Dolph-Chebyshev and Tapered Taylor weightings are presented
in C18l and C21l for determining the appropriate array
excitations for given sidelobe levels.

In essence, these
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Figure 3.17

ARRPAT polar plot for 60° scan angle;
15 elements.
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techniques taper the distribution such that the largest
excitation occurs at the center of the array.
In the OFEED configuration, a cylindrical

lens is placed

in front of the fiber array for improved coupling and equal
illumination.

It is possible to insert an array of optical

attenuators in such a way as to create a tapered
distribution.

Another alternative in the case of APO

detectors is to adjust their gains in a tapered manner across
the array.

The other method is to insert an array of

traditional variable gain amplifiers between the detectors
and the antenna elements to create the desired tapered
excitation.
It is important to note that lower sidelobe levels are not
obtained without a sacrifice.

The resulting patterns have

increased beamwidths and reduced directivity.

However,

careful design can optimize the tradeoff.

3.3.4.3

Fiber Selection

From an efficiency standpoint, single mode fibers may be
preferrable to multimode fibers.

The optical mixing that

occurs in the detectors is very sensitive to the phase-front
and amplitude cross section of the twa interfering light
beams.

For high mixing efficiency, a close match of the beam

diameters and phase-front curvatures at the photodetector
surface is necessary.

The use of single mode fibers greatly

simplifies this alignment because both waves exit from the
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fiber perfectly matched C12l.

Thus the gain required by the

system is further reduced.
Multimode interferometers are generally less sensitive due
to the fact that each mode may be considered as a reference
for any one of the other modes.

Thus, distortion in the

demodulated output may occur caused by the random relative
phases of the interfering modes.

Even so, acceptable

performance is attainable with a multimode system due to the
inherent high sensitivity of interferometers.
Another advantage of using single mode fibers in OFEED is
the increased number of elements that can be accomodated.
Single mode fibers are much smaller and thus many more can
fit in a given area.

Further discussion on this aspect is

presented in section 3.3.5.2.
The selection of single mode or multimode will depend on
the particular power requirements, resolution requirements,
and the number of elements in the system.

Single mode fiber

provides improved efficiency, higher sensitivity, and
accomodates more elements.

3.3.4.4

A Receiving Antenna Design

For a receiving antenna, the same OFEED subsystem can be
used to discriminate between signals from different
directions.

Figure 3.18 shows the modified system with the

only addition being an array of RF mixers C12J.

The

frequency difference between the two light waves provides a
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MM
OPTICAL
BEAM-FORMING
SYSTEM

PHASED-ARRAY
ANTENNA
SIGNAL
SUMMATION

Figure 3.18

Receiving optical/microwave antenna design
[ 12J.
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convenient second intermediate frequency at the output of the
RF mixers.

The directional information of a received wave is

contained in a phase ramp across the aperture of the array
because of the difference in arrival time at the elements.
At the output ot the array of mixers, all the signals are
coherent if a phase

~amp

ot equal depth but opposite sign is

generated in the optical subsystem.
signals is then possible.

A summation of these

Signals that are in the same

frequency band but from other directions have variable phases
and suffer partial cancellations in the-summation process.
Thus, in such a system, the optical feed functions as a
matched tilter.

3~3.4.5

Scanning Azimuth and Elevation

With a few modifications, OFEED can be made to scan in
both azimuth and elevation.

This requires that two AO

deflectors be mounted orthogonally in each leg of the system
to provide XY scan capability.

Alternatively, there are dual

axis deflectors (such as the LS110-XY> commercially available
to serve this function.

Appendix B contains data sheets on

these devices.
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3.3.5

Limitati~ns

and Alternatives

The system limitations are discussed and possible
alternatives suggested.

3.3.5.1

The

Operating Frequency

mo~t

obvious limitations in the current system

configuration involve the Bragg cell which is used to
estab1ish the microwave frequency.

The maximum frequency

shift attainable with Bragg cells is around 4 GHz.
achieved in a laboratory model using very narrow

This was

b~am

diameter lasers operating in the 830 nanometer region C22l.
As a. result of shorter acousto-optic interaction length at
higher frequencies, Bragg cell design encounters low loss
material availability, high acoustic power density, and
smaller optical diffraction

~fficiency.

Several efficiency

enhancement techniques are being investigated, and it is

expebted that devices with up to 10 GHz center frequencies
wil 1 be possible in the near future C20l.

Until that time,

there are other alternatives for establishing an operating
frequency greater than this 3 to 4 GHz limit.
One possible approach is to cascade several Bragg cells to
obtain the desired frequency shift.

However, examination of

the efficiencies of cells in the GHz range makes this
alternative not viable.
Another possibility would be to perform the optical beam
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forming at an intermediate frequency,
cell frequency.

i.e. an available Bragg

While this is a viable method,

it would

require upconverters at each antenna element and further
complicate the system.
Actually, if the desired operating frequency is 10 GHz or
less, an external modulating scheme such as a Bragg cell is
not necessary.

Direct modulation of semiconductor lasers has

been demonstrated at frequencies exceeding 10 GHz C23l.

This

development allows for a simpler design in that a single
laser can be used in combination with a beam splitter to
create the two

beam~

necessary.

As a further improvement, a

surface-acoustic-wave CSAW> cell can be used in place of the
AO modulators to steer the beam.

SAW cells can accomodate

two transducers C24l which does away with the need for the
interferometric structure.

Two oppositely directed acoustic

waves are thus generated in the same cell to modulate signal
and reference beam, respectively.

Figure 3.19 presents the

alternative system configuration.
At operating frequencies above the 10 GHz range, external
modulation of the lasers is inevitable.

The frequency

synchronization can be achieved by optical injection locking
of local oscillators.

As early as 1984, a 17 GHz

integrated-optic modulator was demonstrated C26J.

Wi~h

more

research efforts being devoted to the high frequency links,
the possibilities are improving.

Indirect optical injection

locking techniques are currently receiving much of this
effort C27l.

Imp~it

oscillators at 39 GHz have been locked

using this method C28l.

The basis for the technique is that
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Photodiode --ll'h..
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---- --

Beam Splitting Prism

Figure 3.19

Improved optical feed using a single laser and
SAW modulators [25l.
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large-signal modulation of lasers provides higher order
harmonics of the modulating frequency and thereby exterids the
effective bandwidth.

In order to obtain frequency

sychronization at even higher frequencies, optical feedback
is being itivestigated to increase the possible modulation
depths.
With the availability of the 10 GHz bandwidth laser, the
optical injection locking of oscillators in the 60 to 90 GHz
communication bands becomes a distinct possibility.

3.3.5.2

Number of Elements

The number of elements that can be accomodated by the
OFEED system of Figure 3.1 depends on the.array geometry and
the size and spacing of the fibers.

The two-beam optical

interference pattern can be imaged onto the fiber array with
different magnifications using an appropriate lens.
Depending on how much of the two-beam interference pattern is
used to illuminate the fiber array, a larger or smaller band
of spatial frequencies is transmitted to the array.

For

better efficiency, practical systems will use only the
central fringe of the pattern.
The width of this central fringe can be magnified by
optimally placing a lens of focal
fiber array.

length Fin front of the

The resulting spread is proportional to the F/D

ratio, where D is the fringe diameter at the AO deflector
output.

The new fringe diameter is defined by:
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0'

=2

L F

I

D

<3-29>

where L is the optical wavelength.

A central fringe width of

several millimeters is easily obtained with a 10 centimeter
focal

length lens.

Using this criterion for maximum efficiency, the fiber
array must be spaced such that it fits in a
millimeters.

length of a few

Consider the linear array example system of

section 3.3.3 and assume the central fringe diameter at the
AO deflector output is 50 micrometers.
focal

length lens is used,

If a 10 centimeter

then the resulting fringe width

becomes 3.32 millimeters.

Thus the fiber array must fit in

a 3.32 millimeter length.

If the same fiber spacing of 125

micrometers is employed and the fibers are arranged linearly,
the system will accomodate up to 26 elements.

Alternatively,

if single mode fibers are used with 25 micrometer spacings,
132 elements can be allowed.
However, fibers can be packed much more densely in a
bundle rather than in a line.

Thus,

if the antenna array is

planar <circular or rectangular>, many more elements can be
accomodated since the fibers must fit in an area of several
millimeters rather than a length.
lens,

With proper choice of the

thousands of fibers can be arranged in an array

occupying the resulting fringe area.
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3.3.5.3

Scan Time

The time required to alter the microwave phase angle is
referred to as the scan time.

With rapid beamsteering being

an important goal of the phased-array antenna,

it is

necessary to analyze the OFEED subsystem in terms of its scan
time capabilities.

The phase controllers in the system are

the AO deflectors and their scan times are determined by
their time apertures.
The time aperture of a cell is a measure cit. the time
available tor sound and light to interact, and it depends
largely on the rate at which the cell material attenuates the
acoustic wave C29l.

For large bandwidth cells, the

interaction length is shorter and thus the time aperture is
smaller.

Scan times

~s

lo~

as 100 nanoseconds are available

in bulk AO deflectors, and times less than 10 nanoseconds
have been obtained with SAW cells.

In lower bandwidth

deflectors <<500 MHz>, the smallest time aperture is on the
orde~

of a few microseconds for bulk devices and a few

hundred nanoseconds for SAW cells.
When the antenna is functioning as a correlator, it must
transform the difference in arrival times between a pair of
signals into a position <Figure 3.18>.

For this application,

the desired AO deflector time aperture is large to handle
long relative delays.

Commercially

avail~ble

devices have

·time apertures as large as 80 microseconds; and time
apertures as long as 150 microseconds have been demonstrated
experimentally.
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CHAPTER 4.

CONCLUSIONS

The underlying purpose of this thesis is to determine the
optimum design of an optical feed for phased array antennas.
To accomplish this, a critical survey of optical technologies
for feeding phased arrays is conducted.

The benefits of an

optical implementation versus the conventional implementation
are assessed.

An overview of current research efforts is

presented and evaluated.

The practicalities and limitations

are determined for each proposed method.

Table 4.1

summarizes this effort. The evaluation shows the two-beam interference method
COFEED> to be superior to other optical feed systems.
Because of its technically unique and simple design, only a
handful of components is required to feed a large antenna
array.

The theory of operation is derived which involves

Bragg diffraction, the interference of two coherent light
beams, some basic phased array antenna theory, and the
optical-to-microwave phase correlation.

Based on this

theory, a computer model is developed to analyze the optical
teed subsystem.

An

e~ample

system is analyzed and the

resulting antenna radiation patterns are found to be ideal.
Some design improvements are suggested that will allow OFEED
to accommodate a broad range of applications including:
scan capability in both azimuth and elevation, narrow
72

beamwidth and low sidelobe level requirements,

increased

efficiency, and receiving antenna implementation.
The optimum system, OFEED,
its limitations.

is also analyzed in terms of

The maximum operating frequency is

determined and some design alternatives are suggested that
extend the limit up to 40 GHz using existing, proven
technology.

Research in this area indicates that operation

in the 60 to 90 GHz bands is a distinct possibility.

The

number of antenna elements that OFEED can accomodate is found
to be in the thousands, which is quite adequate.

The scan

time capability of OFEED is dependent upon the bandwidth of
the AO devices.

Commercially available devices exhibit

maximum and minimum scan times of 80 microseconds and less
than 10 nanoseconds,

respectively.

While OFEED does possess limitations <what system
doesn't?>,

there are three important conclusions to draw:

1> as is, the system will accomodate many applications for
phased array antennas; 2> a few design modifications greatly
extend its range of applications; and 3> ongoing research is
promising to extend its capabilities even further.
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Table 4.1

METHOD

Optical Feed Methods

TIME DELAY <T>
or
PHASE SHIFT <P>

LIMITATIONS

Fiber stretching

T

small phase shifts
phase accuracy
reliability

Mode coupling

T

cost, complexity

Wavelength varying

T

cost, complexity

Fiber length varying

T

array size
accuracy, SNR

Optical injection of
semiconductors

p

operating frequency
complexity

Interferometer with
E/O phase shifter

p

power consumption
operating freque·ncy
complexity

Original 2 beam interference w/fiber array

p

frequency < 4 GHz
scan time > 2 s

Improved 2 beam interference w/f iber array

p

frequency > 40 GHz
scan time < 10 ns
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APPENDIX A.

FAR-FIELD DIFFRACTION THEORY

A standard treatise of far-field diffraction of light is
presented in this appendix because of its importance in
OFEED.
3.1.

This phenomenon occurs in the AO devices of Figure
The theory development and figures are taken from

references C14l and C15l.

The far-field distribution is called the Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern and its amplitude is given by the
equation:

A = C

J

e

ikr

<A-1>

dS

where

C

= the amplitude of the wave
= a constant incorporating scale

k

= propagation

r

= far-field

A

dS

factors

constant = 2n/L
where L is the wavelength

=

distance

area of elementary section of aperture

Considering a single slit of width wand length 1 and two
parallel rays making an angle

a

geometry of Figure A.1 results.

to the Z axis,

the

At some point on the upper

ray at a distance r from the slit:
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Figure A.1

Geometry of single slit diffraction C1Sl.
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r -

<A-2>

ra + x sine

where ra is the corresponding value of r on the lower
ray.

The element of area in the slit is:

dS

=·1

<A-3>

dx

Then the amplitude of

A=:: Ce

th~

far-field pattern becomes:

ikra

e

ik.x sine

dx

CA-4>

Performing the integration yields:
A =

c• sine

<A-5>.

(X

where

c• = c e

ikr.,.

wl/2

sine « = since/a

« =

kw sine

~

The relative intensity of the far-field pattern is defined to
be:

I/Ia =

sin2 ex

<A-6>

where

I =
Ia =

A A*

~
~

C' C'* = value of I for a = O
77

=

The curve of <Illa>
Fi~ure

A.2.

(sincc/a)2 versus cc is plotted in

The principal maximum occurs at

The minima correspond to sin«

cc = mn:,

m

=0

= ±1,

<but a

+ O>

e =

O

<cc=

O>.

which gives:

±2, •••

CA-7>

or
sin

e =

CA-8>

mL/w

e

For small angles, sine=

and this becomes:

e = mL/w

<A-9>

Now in the case of a grating with N lines of width w,
spaced at a distance d,

the diffraction pattern has been

derived as:

I

sin Nr

<-----N sin r

= sinc:2 «

Ia

)2

<A-10>

where

r

=

11,2

kd sine

A plot of this pattern <Illa versus r> is shown in
Figure A.3.

The function sinc2a, which defines the

envelope of the curve,
due to the individual

is known as the shape factor and is
lines.

[(sin N r>t<N sin r>J2,

The other term,

is the grating factor and defines

the fine structure of the curve.

It is due to the spacing

of the lines.
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Cu1·ve of

CI/Ia> versus a C15J.
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versus r for N slits C15l.
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In comparison with the single slit pattern of Figure A.2,
the central lobe of sine a has been diffracted into a
number of sharp maxima such that the grating far-field
pattern consists of a large number of very narrow, closely
spaced lines.

These maxima are called spectra of order m and

occur for values of

r

grating factor vanish.

r =

which make the denominator of the
That is:

m

m11

= O,

±1, ±2, •••

<A--11 >

or, equivalently,

<A--12>

where the

e...

are the angles with respe.ct to the nor ma 1.

Substituting 211/L for k, this becomes

d sin

Note:

e... = mL

<A--13)

More exact diffraction theories contain an obliquity

factor in the diffraction integral of equation A-1.

However,

for small angles, this factor of <1 +cos e> is
approximately equal to unity and can be neglected.
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APPENDIX 8.

This

DEVICE DATA SHEETS

append~x

presents data sheets for commercially

available AO deflectors and Bragg cells.

The pertinent

parameters of acoustic velocity and bandwidth are specified.
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\.1l

MODEL 1205C*

ISOMET

ACOUSTO-OPTIC MODULATOR

July 1986

APPL'lCATIONS

*
."It

*

Modulator
Low Resolution Defle.ctor
Frequency Shifter

FEATURES

*
*
'*

*

Low Drive Power
Small Size
Good Temperature Sta~ility

1205C-l
1205C-2

1111111 Active Aperture
2mm Active'Aperture

SPECIFICATIONS
Spectral Range
Standard Operating Wavelengths
Interaction Medium
Acoustic Velocity
Active Aperture
Center Frequency (CF)
RF BAndwidth
Input Impedance
VSWR
DC Contrast Ratio

.442 - > i.Sµm*
442nm, 488-633nm
Lead Molybdate (PbMo0 4 )
3.63mm/µs
lmm and 2mm (See Below)
80MHz
JOMHz
50n Nominal
< 1.5: l @ 80MHz
> 1000:1

PERFORMACE VS, WAVELENGTH
Wavelength (nm)
RF Drive Power, 1205C-l (W)
RF Drive Power, 1205C-2 (W)
·Bragg Angle (mr)
Beam Separation (mr)
Static Insertion Loss (%)

PERFORMANCE
Beam Diameter (mm)
Rise Time (ns)
Modulation Bandwidth (MHz) @
MTF = 0.5
Deflection Efficiency (% @ CF)
T • t.f Product

442
<O.J
<0.4
4.9
9.7
<10

vs.

"'''"":;c-'-"'·-''•"'--'· ~------- --·-

488
<0.4
<0.5
5.4
10. 7
<5

-.

515
<0.4
<0.6
5.7
11.3
<3

633
<0.6
<l.O
7 .o

13. 9
<3

830*
<O.S
<l • .5
9.1
18. 3
<]

BEAM DIAMETER

: 2 .o

: 360

l .O
180

o.J4
60

0.2
35

0.14
25

l
90
16

l.9
85
ll

5.8
85
NA

10
80
NA

75

15

NA
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MODEL

\tl

tsno:.xy

ISOMET

DUAL AXIS ACOUSTO-OPTIC
LASER SCANNER

The LSllO-XY provides high speed
simultaneous vertical and horizontal
axis beam position control at visible
and near IR wavelengths. It is comprised.
of two orthogonally-mounted single-axis
Teo2 deflectors which sequentially diffract
the input laser beam to generate up to a
750·x 750 spot combined matrix. The
LSllO-XY may be operated in raster (linear),
random access and vector scanning modes
from the same RF drive electronics. It
is well suited for applications requiring
accurate beam placement at high speed,
such as laser rangef inding and laser
pantography.

SPECIFICATIONS
MODELS
,~,,,..._~~,.,,.

...,,....

~

-

.LSll0-633XY
633nm
lOOMHz
50MHz

· Wavelength:
· Center Frequency:
Bandwidth, t.:i.f:
Scan Angle/Axis:
f Separation Angle/ \
cAxis:
·
\
· Resolution (TAf) :
.· ' ·

2.9°

5.9°
750x750

LS110-830XY
830nm
50MHz
25MHz

LS110-l.06Xl
l.06µm
50MHz
25MHz

1.9°

2.s 0

3.9°
375x375

4.9°
375x375

ALL MODELS
:~

Access Time, 'r:
Input Aperture:
Input Laser Polarization:
Output Laser Polarization:
Thruput Efficiency:
Input Impedance:
RF Drive .Electronics:

15µsec (maximum)
9.3mm diameter
Linear
Circular (nominal)
> 25%
son (nominal)
.
(2 each) Model DlOOA-2 OR
(2 each) Models VC0-200A,.
IA-100, .RFA-1108.
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Acousto-Optic Deflectors and Bragg Cells
Wide Bandwidth Bragg Cells
SPECIFICATIONS
Values are for operation at 633 nm. Diffraction efficiency at 830 nm will be approximately 40% of the 633 value.

· .•:·~ ·~'.tlt~·;_:C&ii18r~a dsJ,:1 -::~:~ii~:~·~~~TI.;; ,~~:,f~?.dAP.rt~;;:.~

.a,ve eng ~ ·,:·.Frequency;..~_Bandwidth .. ·.· Aperture ,'1: Bandwidth <· Dlmensiona1'
~111~. , "'·~9,.~~~-.(~tt,~t :;;~.SWtfps.~~t:,ff!Xi~Ct.-.. ;)i;..~j_(mm)~·1.~J

41000L-GP.f'A
Phased
Array

42000L-LN

0.5

Long

Long

633-830

2

0.3

1

1000

o.2x 18

150

0.07X2

500

0.05x2.1

1000

o.o5xo.1·
0.05X7
"· 0.05X1 ·

•Measured with a fully illuminated beam over the entire active aperture.

FEATURES

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

•

Wavelengths .......... 633 to 850 nm
Static Contrast Ratio ....... 40 dB min
Optical Wavefront
Distortion .................. >JS typ
>J4 max
VSWR ......... 2:1 max over 0.5 GHz
2.5:1 max over 1.0 GHz

Instantaneous bandwidths of
· 1000 MHz
• · Scan times as low as 150 nanoseconds
• Ability to sort simultaneous in-band
· signals
•. capability for 100% probability of
intercept
• Polarization switching for increased
dynamic range (Model 423005-LN)
The highest quatity lithium Niobate
(LiNb03) and Gallium Phosphide· (GaP)
materials are used to make ultra-wide
bandwidth Bragg cells for operation between 633 and 830 nm.

Model numbers indicate the following:

4

2

X-XX

I '-.
L_

Optical Material (LN
Acoustic Mode (L

= liNb03, GP = GaP}

= Longitudinal, S = Shear)

Typical Center Frequency (in GHz}
Beam Deflector Series
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Crystal Technology, Inc•.

Acousto-Optic Deflectors and. Bragg CeHs
Wide Bandwidth Bragg Cells
SPECIFICATIONS

4tOOOL-LN

1.5

Vertical

96

·Phased Array Transducer tor
Max Efficiency

·l;42o~LN'i.~6.~;si\1;@~1iSH-fiafb&11taifo1tsw!tc~1na·

·· · . Polarization - Vertical is perpendicular to acoustic propagation.

·
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----·'"'".·~~~·~,,,_..,.......,..,...... .__. _,......,,.__ __.. ,.,.__..,._..,_~ --· -·~

~.·:--··-~~---=--~~--~--

. Acoust·o-Optic

Deflector~ .and

Bragg Cells

Large Aperture, High Resolution Bragg Cells
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Optical Material
Acoustic Mode
Optical Propagation
Optical Polarization
Input Impedance
VSWR (over bandwidth)
Maximum Drive Power
Anti-reflection coating
Surface Finish
Wavefront Distortion
Crystal Orientation
Parallelism
Connector

Model

Tellurium dioxide (TeOi)
Slow shear (110)
(001)
Elliptical (slow mode input)
50.'ohms
< 3:1, goal of 2:1
1.5 watts
< 1%/surface
20-10
< >.16 (transmitted)
<2 arc min
<2.5 arc min
SMA female

Center
Aperture
Bandwidth Wavelength
Frequency
Time
(nm)
(MHz)
(MHz)
(µsec)

Clear
Aperture
(mm)

Diffraction
Efficiency•
(%/watt)

4050-1A

50

30

633

40

12X30

225

4050-18

50

30

830

40

12X30

75

4050-2A

50

30

633

70

12X43.5

4050-28

50

30

830

70

12 x 43.. 5

4050-3A

50

30

633

80

12X53

120

4050-38

50

30

830

80

12X53

35

4075-1A

75

50

633

40.

12X30

80

4075-18

75

50

830

40

12X30

25

4075-2A

75

50

633

70

12X43.5

40

4075-28

75

50

830

70

12X43.5

17.5

4075-3A

75

50

633

80

12X53

30

4075-38

75

50

830

80

12X53

15

135
45
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Acousto-Optic Scanner
Model 4080
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Optical Material
Mode
Center Frequency
Bandwidth
Diffraction Efficiency
Output Flatness
Input Polarization
Output Polarization
RF Drive Power

Model

Wavelength•
(nm)

Te02

Slow shear, off-axis
80 MHz
50 MHz
80% nominal
± 10% maximum at full rated output
Linear, parallel to base plate
Linear, vertical to base plate
< 1 watt for Models -1 and -2
< 2 watts for Models -3 and -4

Access Time
(µSec) -

Resolvable .
Spots

Active Aperture
(mm)

4080-1

488-633

10

500

2X8

4080-2

488-633

20

1000

2X14

4080-3

830-1.060

10

500

2X8

4080-4

830-1.060

20

1000

2X14

•Other wavelengths available upon request.
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APPENDIX C.

FEED COMPUTER CODE

The Fortran code which was designed to analyze the OFEED
system is presented.

Comments are spaced throughout the

program tor clarity.

89

C FORTRAN PROGRAM:

c

C
C
C
C
C

c

FEED

This progru calculates the optical interference scan angle
<DTHETA>, the Uber positions <FP> and the antenna element
positions <Zl along the Z-axis. It also calculates vhat the
antenna scan angle <SCAN> vi 11 be. It creates an output file
suitable for input to the AJ!RPAT progru.

C It pro1pts for inputs: AO bandwidth being scanned <DFREQ>,
C AO ve I oci ty <V> , opti ca I vave I ength <LAHBDA> , fiber spacing
C (S), nuaber of eleents <N>, and type of ele1ents <TYPE>.

c

c

INTEGER N, 1,J
REAL DFREQ,Y,LAllBDA,DTHETA,OIA,SCAN,S,HZ,HS,X,I2,DEH,D

DIHENSION ALPHA<20>, Z<20>, FP<20>
Pl=S.14159265
RTD=180./PI

C User inputs
WIJTE<l,100> • AO BANDWIDTH IN lllZ = •
100
FORtlATU 1 1 ',AO tl
READU,200> DFREQ
200
FORtlAT<GO.Ol
llllTEU, 1001 ' AO VELOCITY JN K/S = '
READU,200> V
WllTE<1,100l ' OPTICAL VAVELENGTH IN NANOltETERS = '
READU, 200> LAttBDA
WllTEU, 100) ' FIBER SPACING IN KICROHETERS = •
READU,200) S
WllTEU, 100> 1 NUtlBER OF ELEltENTS IN ARRAY = •
READU,300) N
300
FORtlAT(J2l
WllTEU,100) ' ISOTROPIC <O> or HALF-WAYE DIPOLES <2> ? '
READU, 300) TYPE

c

35

c

IF <IOVRIT<6,2,0,'INPUT'>> GOTO 99
VRITE<6,35l N,TYPE,O
FORttAT<' ',312>
DFREQ=DFIEQ•l.0£06
LAHBDA=LAHBDA•1.0E-09
S=S•l.OE-06

C Interference angle calculation
DTHETA=2.0•DFREQ•LAJUIDA/V
OIA=DTHETA•RTD
WllTEU,400) 'OPTICAL INTERFERENCE ANGLE <DEG> = I
400
FORtlATC///,' ',AO t>
WllTE<t,45> OIA
WllTEU, SS> ' ANTENNA ELal£HT SPACINGS Ai£ ASSUltED TO BE
1 HALF WAVELENGTH.'

90

C Calculate positions
D=N/2.0
l=INT<N/2.0)
E=FLOATCI>
IFCD.GT.E> GOTO 15
HZ=0.25
HS=S/2.0
Z<l>=-HZ
FP(l)=-HS
25
J=l+1
DO 10 l=J,N
zm=zc 1-1>+0.5
10
20

FPC l>=FPCl-1> +S

CONTI HUE
J=J-2
l=J
ZO >=ZC I+U-0.S

FPC l>=FPCl+U-S

55

c

J=J-1
IF<J.GT.O> GOTO 20
llRITEU,55> -• CALCULATED GEOftETRY AND PHASES •
FORtfATC/, I ',AO,/)

C Calculate phases
DO 30 1=1,N
ALPHACl>=2.0tPltFPCl>•DTHETA/LAl1BDA
ALPHA<l>=ALPHACl>•ITD
WllTEH,45> o.o,o.o,zrn, 1.0,ALPHAm
WRITEC6,45) o.o,o.o,zc1>,t.O,ALPHACI)
45
FORtfAT!6F10.4>
CONTINUE
30

c

C Calculate antenna scan angle
I=4.0tStDFREQ/V
I2=XtI
DEH=SQRT<1.0-X2>
SCAN=ATANCX/DEN>
SCAN=SCAN•RTD
WllTEU,65)
FORtfATCI>
65
WllTEW • ltAIUtUlt ANTENNA SCAN ANGLE <DEGREES> = •
llRITEC1,45> SCAN
WllTEU,55) • THIS ANGLE IS WITH RESPECT TO ARRAY NORJW..
1
ARRPAT co1putes the angle with respect to
1 the array endtire. Thus the AIRPAT scan
1 angle viii be: 90 degrees plus this scan angle.•
GOTO 98

c

15

98
99

1=1+1

ZW=O.O

FPCJ>=O.O
GOTO 25

IFC IOCLOSC6f> GOTO 99

STOP

END
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